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Cross Tabulation- Dogs (ro5,6) and use conflict (v9)

Name # Question # Comment Code
7 3 Dogs v9,ro5

9 4 Keep dog leash regs in effect.  Very few dogs are really under true voice control. v9,ro6
10 3 No dogs @ Muir Woods v9,ro5
43 3 Dogs - Very dangerous at times, no one cleans up the poop. v9,ro5
57 4 "People only parks" sound great v9,ro5
58 4 Limit, and control dogs ro5,v9

60 3
Dogs-dogs-dogs- unleashed, undisciplined dogs and owners who have no clue 
how disruptive they are. v9,ro6

64 3
Sitting on a beach and having a dog romp around scattering sand over me and 
urinating or defecating within my sight/site. v9,ro6

109 4

No dogs.  Dogs take away from the wildlife observing opportunities.  I'd explore 
removing some areas from dogs in an effort to encourage more active wildlife.  
As people to report them observing and publish them. ro5,v9,r7

115 3 People can sometimes be intrusive with their dogs & their trash.
v9,ro5,m
1

180 2
I especially like Ocean Beach, though the massive dog problems there cause a 
major lack of shore birds and otherwise detract from the experience there. v9,ro6

180 3 Dogs in totally inappropriate places like Ocean Beach & Crissy Field. ro5,v9

180 5

Ocean Beach, Fort Funston, & Crissy Field should not continue to be dog toilets 
where dogs chase, harass, kill, and otherwise disturb native plants & animals, 
where they destroy the landscape by digging. ro6,v9

203 5

Either not allowing dogs or allowing dogs on leash only.  I am a regular hiker in 
these areas and I see dogs running off-leash all the time.  It is a very common 
occurrence with no enforcement of park rules.  Very disturbing.  Pet owners who 
live near GGN

ro6,v9,o
7

205 3

Dogs!  Dogs absolutely ruin the entire experience.  Their poop is all over, their 
poop smells terrible, they often scare the poor children, they chase 
runners,/hikers, they are loud, they can damage the vegetation.  These parks 
are severely diminished wit ro6,v9

265 3
Too many dogs and bicycles on the walking path.  Loud radios and large plastic 
structures for children

v10,ro5,
v9,v11

287

Concerns re: environmental issues that led to change in alt. HEY 1 route form 
Shamrock Ranch route to tunnel.  Dogs off leash @ MORI Point create FEAR 
for other visitors.  It's more focus as dog run than opportunities for visitors 
needs to be enjoyable to ro6,v9
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